LDK 91 Frame Transfer CCD
multi-role f'<HnPra combines nocompromir-,c hroadcast quality with
unrivaled versatility, setting
standard, that
exceed
ali current TV ;;yi'tem demands. hs
high--resolution
sensors match- and often exceed··
camera
are linked to proee,;sing
circuitrv that ddiH:rs
artifact-

free video

~ignals

with film·-likt:

transient respon:w.
Camera optTation · simple
dw? to an array of ergollomicalh
features
with the
nf ''odd-renowned
t:<lmera
TlH:re,'f, aiso no
faster C<Hllt'r<t than tlw LO K l. it
need::' no ,,.varu_t---up., no rnainte-rtanee
and no t(·ehnie;Jl seit~ng tJ
:\Hhmwlic features allow

both
without rPcour:w to

In ENG, EFP and studio, the
LD K 91 provides the right answf;r.
\Vithin seconds you can convert to
any mode of operation, and the large
lenii adaptor handles lenses up to
SS tirnes .t,oom range and more.
The LD K 91 also interfaces ~with the
exclu,;ive BTS Seril;s 9000 universal
fi'lnote control
which
extensive alternative
remote nmlrol lor BTS triax
cameras. Whether you are shootinP'
with Betacam SP or :\HL triax or
m u !t i core. remote or local
tiw LDK 9t
any rivaL

LDI( 91 outperforms other multi-role
cameras, however tough the job

D Smear-free FT-5 Frame Transfer
CCD sensors
D Optional FT-5 HS sensors for
virtually double previous
sensitivity
D Outstanding performance in
ENG, EFP and studio
D Fully integrated automatics - no
auto setup necessary
D Automatic black shading and
balance
D Electronic white balance covers

all lighting situations, eliminating
the need for color conversion
filters
D Highlight compression (600%)
circuitry for TV pictures with fiimlike quality
D Choice of precision high-

brightness, high -resolution
(650 TV lines) 1.5-inch and 5-inch
viewfinders for ENG and EFP use

D Large lens adaptor accepts lenses
up to 55 times zoom range and
more
D Reliable, economical triax cable
operation, with maximum fullbandwidth performance up to
2,400 meters/7,375 feet
D Performance compatible

companion for LDK 9/LDK 910
D Full range of service items and

BTS support worldwide

LD 91 Syst{~In Overvie'v

Rotatable
200°

Extremely low
optical axis
Monitoring oulput
Clear sharp
viewfinder pi!lure

llioplre
adjustment

llynamit contrast handling
of excessive signal level
VF output

liD

Viewfinder mounting
X·'i'·Z adjustable
Momentary Iris control
with spot measurement
range of lenses

Protected menu
control panel
F1.4 Prism with
Quartz Filter
Viewfinder controls:
contrast/ brightness 1
crispening I lex!

4-posilion
gain seledor
filling lor
Molle box

stor!/s!op

Three high ·resolution
Frame Transfer Wls
lor RGB
Selector for Studio!llvy!igh!
and two White
Balance memories

r----

Connection for
LCP (ENG)
RCU (EFPtStudio)

Power sourte seledor
(protected)
Integrated NP-18
battery (ENG)
s~ulderpud

onflot·mmerobose

Magnesium alloy
diecast housing
Rain and RFI proof

hternol power supply
Reor tal!yfor
$MJITEYTR
coolledion {Composite
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Betacam adaptor

Timing controls

"Crew" members
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Lorge Lenses- Canon
LDK 6116/21 IPH 50 X 7.31
LDK 6116/23 IPH 20 X 6.01
LDK 6116/24 IPH 55 X 7.01
LDK6116/25 IPH 16x6.41
Large Lenses- Fuji non
LDK 6116/33 IS 44 X 7.31
LDK 6116/34 IS 55 X 7.31
LDK 6116/36 IS 18 X 6.01
LDK 6116/37 IS 20 X 5.41
LDK 6116/38 IS 34 x 8.01
LDK 4499 Lorge Lens Adaptor
LDK 6985/01 Script Board
LDK 6997 Matte Box System Grosziel Film-Technik
LDK 4304 1.5"Viewfinder, incl. mounting
LDK 6108/01 Wide-angle Adaptor
LDK 6108/90 Anti-mist Optics
LDK 8193/00 Camera Adaptor Remote Cable 12.5 ml
LDK 4309/01 5"Viewfinder, incl. mounting
Supplied with 5"Viewfinder
LDK 6992/02 Sun hood
LDK6506/40Top/Side Mount
Bauer Light System I 12 VI
Single bulb
Double bulb
LDK 6505/11 Stand-off for light
[retractable for transport]
Handgrip [supplied with adaptor]
LDK 8332/00 Lightweight Microphone
LDK 8330/00 AKG Condenser Microphone
LDK 6505/09 Mounting Bracket for accessories
LBB 3176/00 Mini-jack Earphone
LDK 8111/33 Headset IDouble-muffl
RTS Connector
LDK 8111/35 Headset IDouble-muffl
Tuchel Connector
LDK 8111/37 Headset IDouble-muffl
XLR 5 Connector
LDK 8111/34 Headset ISingle-muffl
RTS Connector
LDK 4377/30 AC Power Supply
Iincl. 5 mconnection cable I
Bauer Battery Pack- Propac 13
LDK 6505/1 0 Snaplock Adaptor
Frezzolini/Bauer Battery Pack
[for ENG and EFP Adaptors only I
LDK4376/50 Universal Chorger-Frezzolini
LSQ 4 EBauer Charger- 4 x Propac
LDK 6508/40 Shoulder Mount Tripod Adaptor
LDK 6990/20 Shoulder Padding lwidel
LDK 6990/30 Chest Support
Tripods ion request]
LDK 6999/00 Rain Cover
Camera/recorder combination
LDK6999/01 Rain Cover
ENG/EFP/Triax Camera with 5"Viewfinder
LDK 6115/ .. Lens Remote Control Kits
LDK 6995/92Transport Case
ICamera, Recorder[
LDK6995/91 Carrying Bag
ICamera/ recorder combination]
LDK 6995/95 Transport Case !Accessories[

BTS Frame 1ransfer technology gives yo-u
the best pictu_re quality
Ff-5 sensors- (:CD
performance and no sntear
Over 20 years' experience in
research and devdopment of CCD
technology has resulted in the FT-5,
a high-resolution Frame Transfer
sensor that enables the LDK 91 to
perform better than any previous
camera in its class. Of all CCD
sensors, only the Frame Transfer
sensor, with its accompanying
shutter, eliminates smear under all
conditions.
The FT-5 sensor has a
photosensitive area with 474,000
pixels (50 Hz) or 406,000 pixels
(60Hz). Each separate image is
transferred to storage before a new
image takes its place. The shutter is
timed to operate during the transfer,
and interrupts exposure during the
frame shift. Each frame is therefore
clean and independent of previous
frames and highlights with no smear
effects whatsoever.
In addition, a ~horter exposure
time (integration time) gives higher
dynamic resolution- important when
shooting fast moving objects for
slow-motion replay.
Unlike other CCD sensors, the
has no image gates and
overflow drains in the light path.
This means a high number of
relatively large sensor dements can
be packed into a small area without

vr-.s

ns

Optional FT-5 HS sensor
practically doubles previous
sensithity
The LDK 91 is now :nailable with a

large gaps between them. Aliasing is
reduced, as is fixed pattern noise,
resulting in dean pictures even at
high camera gain settings. And the
FT-S provides accurate and
permanent geometry and
registration, excellent dynamic
resolution- and no lag under any
conditions.
11u~

Ff-5 in the LDK «H-top

quality under all conditions
The 1 /~-inch FT-;) Frame Transfer
sensor features over 800 pixels per
line providing high sensitivity and
high resolution. Such miniaturization
means small prism optics, resulting
in a compact, lightweight camera.
And to maximize the potential of the
FT-5 sensor, BTS has provided the
LDK 91 with the best in hightechnology processing circuits.
Processed video signals are artifactfree, with a film-like transient
response. As a result, you can be snre
that the LDK 91 will produce
broadcast qnalit y pictures under all
operating conditions.

CCD Sensor Characteristics

Sensor
Output
Qmax Saturation level
charge

Sensitivity OdB

.i"

20 electron s Thermal noise

Video leveiiOO%
s/n ratio
60dB PAL
62dB NTSC

''

''

•f;

Fixed pattern noise lfpnl

''

''

... ...
0

FT-5 HS
Sensor
Output
Saturation level Qmax
charge
•f>.D ynam1c. range
for contrast
compression
~"
!kneel
typ. 600%

~"

F4.0
2000 lu X

...

new, even higher sensitivity option the BTS Frame Transfer CCD FT-5
HS sensor. This achieves practically
double previous sensitivity (without
using on-chip lenses with their nonlinear sensitivity/resolution ratio).
The FI'-5 HS allows you to shoot at
F5.2 at 2,000 Lux- equivalent to
F7..i in
format- with a minimum
illumination of just 9 Lux at Fl.4.
And it stiil maintains an impressive
signal to noise ratio of 60 dB PAL,
62 dB NTSC while providing all the
benefits unique to the BTS FT-5
senes sensor.

Sensitivity OdB

Thermo I noise

Video level I 00% F5.2 IF7.31
2000 lux

s/n ratio
60dB PAL
62dB NTSC

Fixed pattern noise lfpnl

•P:
l4 electrons
•f;

0

Lower noise and ~ider
dynamic range
Considerable improvement in
performance has been achieved by
reducing both thermal and fixed
pattern noise. Thermal noise has
been lowered by changes to the
design of the on-chip output amplifier to counter the effects of parasitic
and active capacitances. And to
improve fixed pattern noise,
carefully chosen dopant implants are
used to decrease electric fields in
speeific parts of the sensor.
In addition to virtually doubling
sensitivity, the overall noise
reduction also increases the dynamic
range (typically> 600Wo) of the
sensor by the same amount as the
noi,-e reduction.

L D K 91

.•. ~~te'~~nt design provides
peak ~rf~~ance under all conditions
The LD:&:9l ha~avart~ty,of
features th~t ,~~ -~~.~~~-uo~ly
optimize ........, .~nalityf:~~'e . . ·· ·
features ~··'~tee that,tJle.J.VK 91
is easier .~~ f~lS!er to u~ ~n other
cameras,~· ~"sure top-~~ty
pictures ~~~time an4\l~de:t all
operati · · · · ·tions. ln,t!4~-~pn, the

Aiaptive Variable Highlight
~mpression for film-like

· p.etures
For a TV camera to achieve film-like

qttJlity, it must emulate the softly
}Jf!diting S-shaped transfer
~acteristic of film. This is done by
e91ftpressing the TV camera's nearli.uear characteristic above a certain
fully in ...·, •··.. · · automai~
you
pe'int, the "knee".
to beco~~rational
In the LDK 91, a "pivoting knee"
withoutt~~)l.,~d for aut~~p
.· elrf::Uit adapts both the knee point
procedu~,. .
··
~~d. the compression ratio according
to the highlight content of the
Sh .
I k
,' '<:"'
p~~ure. Significant highlights lower
B ae
e
·<>:~<·;
In the
a temper~~~,;llepen':' ··. ·~~·knee point to give more room for
eoJV.pression, while minor highlights
is conti~~~~~J!
<t:rlly affect the upper part of the
·· deo sig~~~ the
. transfer characteristic. Signals below
compe~~(~rfer
•.
thermal .· .' ti~ns in tij~~~r. The ~ knee point remain unaffected.
correctioui$ ~rived frQ.~~.black
As a result, compression is only
referen .· ..........•. pfthe .•... ,... r,
ll:P:Plied where necessary and in
proportion to the highlight. And the
which giV'~~~~cur~t ...........~tion
pietures obtained have a true, filmof tempe!~~,~~~;~~!ls
~ke
quality.
carried o~f,.~~,~~~P!~~~Iine. In
this way )'9~'~h~~~,~~tblack
shading ,
·. ~·~~,~re
Jlteellent colorimetry
WK 91 features the excellent levels
always co~
of colorimetry traditionally
associated with BTS cameras.
Each camera is supplied with three
Electronic e~lor~~~~~tlon
. plug-in matrices to suit different
covers alllighttm~~~~~' from
applications. When changing
daylight to s~di9.~~~. .~~o color
.tttatrices, no camera adjustment is
conversion ~~~~,··~~~eessary.
In daylight col~r t~m}t~i.res,
n~aded. The plug-in units also
this results in one me~ ,~stop of
en~ure fast and highly accurate
sensitivity. A choice ll}fff)J;tr easily
.tttatching of cameras.
selected gain positi!'#:$'~ers all
eventualities. With:bilij:~ht levels,
selection of low gaingi•~ extremely
high signal to noi~P,~iformance
with minimum de~~9ffield.
Alternatively, a hig~e~gttin can be
selected for low li~f~()peration.
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LDI(_ 91 -full creative freedom
in studio or on location
Whatever your applicationENG, EFP, studio or field work- the
LDK 91 can he optimized to meet it
without loss of flexibility or
performance in any mode. Careful
design, in conjunetion with
professional end users, has resulted
in a practical, sturdy camera that's
more than a match for the most
demanding working conditions.

Adjustable Shmdde:r ,Mount
Unique to the LDK 91 is an adjustable shoulder mount that ensures
the most comfortable setting and
allows perfect balance for any
eamera/lens/recon1er combination.

Precision 'tiewfi:nde.rs
A choice of two comprehensively
specified, high-brightness, highresolution viewfinders covers ENG
and EFP applications.
The 1.5-inch viewfinder, rotatable
and x-y-z adjustable, is sturdily
mounted for hand-held use.
It accepts standard 42 mm personal
eye correction lenses and has a fully
adjustable dioptre. Anti-mist opties
and a wide angle oeular for two-eye
viewing are available as options.
Centre cross and electronic safe area
indicators are also provided.
For tripod EFP use, a highperformance 5-inch viewfinder may
be top or side mounted. This too
provides a full range of indicators,
including character display messages
such as diagnostics. It also has on-air
and tally lights, and front panel
controls for contrast, brightness
and peaking.

LDK 91 Large Lens Adaptor
To accommodate lenses up to SS
times zoom range- and future lens
designs -a Large Lens Adaptor is
available as an option. It allows both
for local powering and for use with
the remote controlled triax cable
system. Available lenses cover
requirements ranging from manual
to full servo operation.

1.5-inch Viewfinder

5-inch Viewfinder

Menu Panel
The menu control panel allows a
variety of personal camera settings
to be pre-set and pushbutton
selected. In this way the LDK 91 can
be instantly set up for special lighting conditions, e.g. occasions when
additional contours are needed
(from red and green channels).
When working in HMI, or with TL
lighting, the "lighting" control can
he pre-set for 50 Hz or 60 Hz.
Gamma, black stretch and exposure
titne can also be pre-set to provide
instant access. as programming
demands change.
The menu panel can be used in
self-contained modes ofoJ>eration,
.it) eluding ENG. In fast-action sport,
i,heelectroilic exposure control can
provide dearer pictures for slo-mo
tuu•uvn replay from VTRs.
•n,,. .,.,.. .,,., ofl/500 is an optimum
r>nlmn.l'rnmi<:t• between speed of
<t:'"'''u''h '"'-"""nn needs and sensitivity

Hand-held LCP
~

naumc:e memories provide
adjustments to suit lighting
are factory pre-set for
3,200 K (studio light) and 5,600 K
(daylight), and two are available for
the operator to pre-set between
2,500 and 20,000 K.
A comprehensive range of
accessories includes adaptors for
Beta SP and MII on-camera
recorders, a range of battery types
and an adjustable shoulder pad. For
even more flexibility, a small Local
Control Panel may be connected to
the camera or recorder-camera
combination.

l;tli:&1:~h1.t

For studio or field EFP use,
multicore cable (up to 300 meters/
984 feet) and triax (up to 2,400
meters/7,875 feet) remotecontrol
options provide extensive
production capability.
In mu lticore operation, the
compact RCU provides operator
control options that include Jris,
Master Black, full Painting(hlack
and white), gamma, knee,<~ontours,
gain and comprehensivemonitm·ing.
Four- or two-wire intercom
communications and the camera
audio channel are also available at
this unit. The RCU has full
bandwidth RGB or component
outputs, as well as two composite
outputs to suit all system
applications. Two control panels are
available for painting, Iris and

Desk-mounted
Mono Knob LCP
Master Black control: a deskmounted version with mono knob
control, and a hand-held Local
Control Panel that can be connected
to the RCU. In this EFP mode the
system is AC powered.

BTS full band,vidth RGB Triax
The BTS triax system allows remote
control of the LDK 91 camera up to
a distance of 2,400 metc:rs/7,875
feet. The camera head is linked hy
triax cable to its Ba~e Station, the
interface to the remote control
Unlike svsierns based on
luminance (Y) and bandwidthlimited color difference (H-Y, B-Y)
signals, the BTS triax
use:>
full bandwidth H, G and B
component ,;ignak This offers
several distinct advantages,
especiaHy when ui-'ing ehroma
and when very long distances are
involved. The double sideband
modulation provides elegant and
automatic eompensation of the
amplitude characteristics of each
video channel. The result i, best
possible linearity, lower crosstalk
and higher signal to noise over the
maximum cable lens-th.
Signal bandwidth also remains
constantly high across the maximum
cable length, whereas with other
!')'Stems it can be cut to less than
half. Best possible results are also
assured with chroma key work since
the pnmary colors are directly
available and do not have to be
derived from luminance and

Base :,!'a lion

bandwidth·-limitcd color difference
signals.

Portable companion to LDK
910 studio eamera
The triax EFP version of the LDK 91
is the ideal, fully triax cable compatible companion for the LDK <HO
production camera. They hoth have
the same full broadcast picture
1pwlity, using identical sensors and
processing circuits, and very
accurate color matching.
The triax base station and
operational control panel are also
common to both camera systPms,
providing a fully integratelL userfriendly system suitable for both
studio and outside broadcast W·W.
And camera heads can be readily
interchanged.

l~ortable

eompanion to LDK 9
with St':J•ies 9000 control
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The triax version of the LDK 91 ean
:-;1
be used a" portable
companion to the LDK 9 studio
camera. For maximum f!cxibil
the
optional
9000 Univer:ial
Cmnera Control
should be
wwd to control hoth camera systems.
fnfonnation on the Series 9000 is
contained in a
brochure
a\'ailahle on

Extensive application possibilities

LDK 91 ENG with separate VTR

LDK 91 ENG with Betacam SP Recorder
Video Output Standards
BVU Series
EBU/SMPTE

I--~

fL..:..:.:.:==-J---1.,._

Auxiliary Connections
Sync Reference
local Control Panel
1----t~~o-- Composite
....,..___ Power Supply ll-l7V
IIIII
,..

Microphone

LDK91 EFP Multicore
Hand-held
lCP

Remote Control Unit
Multicore 19 p
Max. 300m 1984 ftl

~--Genlock

~-- ACPower
...---11•~ Talkback &Tally
~-- Ext. Viewfinder

Base Station

.
:

'I

'~

.
1---------i8

~~~~~~~~

Triax Cable
Maximum length
2,400 m 17,875 ftl

§

'.

~

.,8

~:~~~ntt ~ ~~~i!

RGB
Y, P,, Pb
AC Power

Mono Knob
lCP

,..
,..

•
•

Out
Intercom
Signaling
Monitoring

00
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Operational
Control
Panel

be used with large lens Adaptor

.
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~ '_~

Base Station

0

0

0

Triax Cable
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Maximum length
2,400 m 17,875 ftl

Operational
Control
Panel

Microphone
LDK 91 Portable Companion
Base Station
Triax Cable
Maximum length
2,400 m 17,875 ftl
Microphone lmay be on-cameral

Operational
Control
Panel

e

s

c

.

l

f

•

l

c

a

Gain control

Basi< Camera Head
Transmission system
PAL, PAL-M, NTSC
ll-l7V d.c.

Ki

Picture elements

Two selectable rre:nories for auto vvhite
ranging from 2,500 · 2C,OOO K
Gamma correction
0.45 or 0.7
lcustomer

Optical system

Contour level

3 Philips Frame Transfer CCDs
Total pixels
790 Ihi x 600 Ivi PAL
474,000
806 Ihi x 5041vl NTSC 406,000

Input signals

Black level

External video, Reference

Roi~

control

Black stretch

RGB Video, Monitoring, Test Signal, Color Bars

Sensitivity FT-5

On/Off
Nominal, l/200s, l/500s

Lighting control
Lenses

lux !176ft cdl at F5.2
identical to F7.3 in%" format.
Condition: co!or ie;np. 3,000 K,
reflecrcnce
0 dB gain

Maximum Sensitivity FT-5
15 lux !1.3 it cell
FL4 and

Manual, Automatic and Momentary with spot
measurement

Operating temperature

9 Lux \0.8h cdJ and FL4 cnC

Storage temperature
F:orr ~20 tc +50°(

Signa/to Noise Ratio (at normal gain)
60 dB P.t.L
62 dS N!SC

A1odulation Depth
equates

response cf

a

Power consumption
External input
Controls
Timing
Headphone and earphone level

Connectors

Iris control

Basic camera approx. 2.35 kg 151bl

Maximum Sensitivity FT-5 HS

ENG Adaptor
Power input

Genlock reference

A wide choice of lenses is available from all
manufacturers
All LDK 9llenses are Fl.4

Weight

goir:

ITiOUni

2.3 watis approx.

Nominal, 50 Hz, 60Hz

Sensitivity FT-5 HS

cover

11 17V

Exposure control

2,000 Lux !176ft cdl
at F4.0 with 90% reflectance
Optically identical to F5.6
:n
format

17.7ibl

Dimensions {L x Hx W)
328 x 125 x 135 mm 1:2.9 x 4.9 x 5.3 inc~esi
Accessories

Pre-seivio rv1ENU

0' -10%, -20%

Output signals

Weight

Vievvfinder hood

Three selectabls levels

Fl.4 prism with quartz filter

11-17V d.c. ifrorn co:neroi

Power consumption
10 vvctts approx.

White balance

ll watts approx.

1.5-inch Viewfinder
Resolution
650 Linss
Weight

EBU/SMPTEVTR !Composite and Components)
Composite video
Headphone
Earphone
Locol Control Panel
Microphone with l2V phantom powering

Battery
Integrated compartment for N Pl-B;
l2V, 2.3AH

Weight
1.4 kg 131bl

Dimensions (L x Hx W)
80/115 x 195 x 120 mm 13.1/4.5 x 7.7x 4.7inchesl

Registration
less then 25

r~,

Contour correction

three

lletacam Adaptor
Interface between camera and Beta cam VTR
Inputs
Outputs

~~r:nes

Indicators
R, and Audio functions

Accessories
Geometnc distortion

s

650TV

Electronic pre-sets for studio
and for daylight
Ki

Pick-up device

n

0

Power supply

Color temperature

Power consumption

l

5-indl Viewfinder
Resolution

-3 dB, 0 dB, +9 dB, +18 dB
I+ 24 dB on request)

Power supply

"

t

\;Vide o~rgle occular
mist optics
Personal correction glasses

Genlock reference
Ivia VTRI

Controls
Timing
Audio recording level

Composite,
Video to VTR

p

e

c

•

l

•

f

l

c

a

l)itnt;nsions (L x Hx W)

Connectors

t45/J95 X 195 X

Camero
Beiacam .recorder

Weight
15.28lbi

Power suppiy
lJQ/120 dnd 220/241) VOL

Power consumption

0. 9watts opprox,

Large Lens Adaptor LDK 4499

Weight

Connections

UP Adaptor

Script light; a.c. power;
depending on cable length;
Dimensions (L x Hx W)
540 x 310 I 400 x 350 mm
121.3 x 12.2 I 15.8 x 13.8 inches)

Power input

----------------~~--------.

77 x 3.9 inches)

Remote Control Unit (RCU)

Confrols
Headsei

t

Power c()nsvmption
HDwotrs
lnpt~f sign(J/s

External Video
Videoreference

Output signals
Composite, Components IY,
andRGB

Transmission system
earphone level

Connecfors

PAL, PAL-M, NTSC

Power supply

Camero cable to RCU !Composite and RGB/
Components)
EBU/SMPTEVTR !Composite and Components)

1101120 and 220/240V a.c.±lOo/o
48 to 410Hz

Power consumption
Approx. 65 watts with camera
viewfinder

2-or 4-wire system
Diroen;icms (t x H xW)
482x !32 X 482mm (19 X 5.2 x}9 inchesJ
Weight

Input signals

case LDK 6505/91 for NP1-B

Genlock reference Iloop
Auxiliary video Iloop throvghl
Program audio

Output signals
Composite lx21
RGB or Components Iselectable)
Monitoring/Test
Camera Microphone Audio

Connectors

Power input (local)
10.5 -17V d.c.

Controls
Headset and earphone level

Connectors
Triax camera cable to Base Station
EBU/SMPTEVTR !Composite and Components)
Composite video
Microphone with 12V phantom powering
Headset

Cable lengths (full facilities)
Bmmtriax
675m 12,215ftl
11 mm triax
1,200 m13,940ftl
14mm triax
-2,000m 16,560ftl
2,400 m17,875ftl

Camera cable
Local Control PaneiiLCPI
Communications:
-Intercom 12- or 4-wirel
-Tally
-Waveform Monitor
Camera cable length
Maximum 300m 1984 ft)

Weight
4.1 kg 191bl

Dimensions (L x Hx W)
282 x 105 x 210 mm lll.1 x 4.1 x 8.3lnchesi

Accessories for RCU
Local Control Panel with
Dimensions ILx H xW1320 x 100 x
112.6 x 3.9 x 3.2 inches)
Local Control Panellhand-heldl
Dimensions IL x Hx WI 132 x 25 x 69 mm
15.2 x l.O x 2.7 inches)

Acc~ssories rot Base Station
Operatlond (;qntroiP:anei.LDK4622/0l

OimenslonsfLx. HxWl

x·lOOx 80mm{l2.6 x3.9x 3.2inchesJ

BTS Broadcast Television Systems,
more than 120 countries, and
a Philips and Bosch company,
backed by a comprehensive network
combines an unrivalled 60 years
of sales and service agencies to assist
of experience in every aspect of
and advise customers throughout
broadcast technology with a record
the world.
of leadership in technical
BTS supplies a range of products
advancement second to none. First
from individual cameras to complete
to develop CCD technology 20 years
studio systems and comprehensive
installations for major international
ago, BTS still leads the field with the
only Frame Transfer sensor
events. BTS has five decades of
technology which totally eliminates
experience in managing complete
the basic problem of smear, and
"turnkey" projects and constructing
which combines this achievement
mobile outside broadcast vehicles.
with outstanding dynamic resolution.
BTS products, used throughout
BTS products are distributed in
the broadcast television and

BTS Broadcast Television
Systems BY
P.O. Box 90159
4800 RP Breda
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)76 79 74 98
Fax: +31 (0)76 79 74 IS

BTS Broadcast Television
Systems GmbH
Robert Bosch Strasse 7
P.O. Box 110261
D-6100 Darmstadt
Germany
Tel: +49 (0)6151808 0
Fax: +49 (0)615189 44 63

production fields, include cameras,
video tape recorders, telecines,
production switchers, master control
switchers, routing switchers, studio
automation systems, computer
graphics, and multi-signal processing
and distribution systems.
In addition, major research and
development resources are
committed to the development of
products for the coming age of high
definition television (HDTV)
systems.
Is it any wonder more people are
getting behind us?

BTS Broadcast Television
Systems Inc.
P.O. Box 30816
Salt Lake City
Utah 84130-08 16
USA
Tel: (801)972 8000
Fax: (801)972 0837
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